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Abstract We analyzed two non-repudiation protocols
and found some new attacks on the fairness and termination property of these protocols. Our attacks are
enabled by several inherent design weaknesses, which
also apply to other non-repudiation protocols. To prevent these attacks, we propose generic countermeasures
that considerably strengthen the design and implementation of non-repudiation protocols. The application of
these countermeasures is finally shown by our construction of a new fair non-repudiation protocol.
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1 Introduction
In many applications for electronic business and other
binding tele-cooperations one essential security requirement is that either all parties reach their goals or no
party reaches its goal. In other words, the protocols have
to provide fairness [2]. Furthermore, undeniability of an
exchange of data may be required for commercial transactions. While non-repudiation [23] can be provided by
standard cryptographic mechanisms like digital signatures, fairness is more difficult to achieve. A variety of
protocols has been proposed in the literature to solve the
problem of fair message transfer with non-repudiation.
One possible solution comprises protocols based on a
trusted third party (TTP) with varying degree of involvement. In protocols published at first, the messages
are forwarded by the TTP [10]. A more efficient solution was proposed by Zhou and Gollmann [27]. Here, the
TTP acts as a light-weighted notary. Instead of passing
the complete message through the TTP and thus creating a possible bottleneck, only a short term key is
forwarded by the TTP and the encrypted message is

directly transferred to the recipient. Based on this approach, several protocols and improvements have been
proposed. Recent evolution of these protocols resulted
in efficient, optimistic [3, 4] versions where the TTP is
only involved in case anything goes wrong and resolve
and abort sub-protocols shall guarantee that every party
can complete the protocol in time without having to wait
for actions of the other potentially malicious party [25,
26, 14]. These protocols only require that the communication channels to and from the TTP are asynchronous,
which means that messages are delivered after an arbitrary but finite amount of time. As no messages are lost,
this guarantees a response from the TTP in the resolve
and abort sub-protocols.
Remarkably, many of the proposed protocols do not
satisfy all security properties they are supposed to provide. Possible attacks are not based on the underlying
ideas but are enabled by several inherent design weaknesses concerned with details of the realization. This observation has motivated the development of the design
principles proposed in this paper.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
After defining fair non-repudiation with timeliness we
demonstrate attacks on two protocols for efficient fair
non-repudiation with timeliness. Some of these attacks
are related to previously published ones [9,13]. Next,
the design weaknesses enabling the attacks are discussed
and design principles to avoid these known attacks are
proposed. Finally, we introduce a new efficient protocol
that has been developed in accordance with our design
principles.

2 Fair Non-repudiation Respecting Timeliness
This paper concentrates on message transfer protocols
with certain security properties: Party A sends message
M to party B, such that A can prove that B has received
M (non-repudiation of receipt) and B can prove that A
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has sent M (non-repudiation of origin). Furthermore, the
protocol should not give the originator A an advantage
over the recipient B, or vice versa (fairness) and both
parties should be able to reach, without depending on
the other party’s actions, a state where they can stop
the protocol while preserving fairness.
Non-repudiation of origin and non-repudiation of receipt require evidence of origin (EOO) and evidence of
receipt (EOR). All parties participating in the protocol
have to agree that these evidences constitute valid proofs
that the particular receive or send event has happened.
In case of a dispute an arbitrator or judge has to verify EOO and EOR. Therefore, for every non-repudiation
protocol one has to specify what exactly constitutes valid
EOO and EOR. This can be done by specifying the verification algorithm the judge has to execute in order to
verify the evidence for dispute resolution.
Even in fair non-repudiation protocols there are intermediate states where one party seems to have an advantage, for example, if a TTP has transmitted evidence
first to one party and the other party is still waiting for
the next step of the TTP. We say a protocol is fair if at
the end of the protocol execution no party has an advantage over the other party. This means that if there is
an unfair intermediate situation for one party this party
must be able to reach a fair situation without the help of
other untrusted parties. For any party P we say a protocol execution has ended for P if either P has executed all
protocol steps or any remaining protocol step depends
on the execution of protocol steps by other untrusted
parties. We say a protocol execution is completed for P
if the protocol execution has ended and P can be sure
that no action by any other party enables P to continue
with the protocol execution.
In this paper we consider a refined version of the definition of fair non-repudiation with strong fairness and
timeliness by Kremer, Markowitch and Zhou [17], according to which strong fairness is achieved if either A
receives EOR and B receives M and EOO or neither
party receives any valuable information. Our definition
takes into account the worst case in which message M
is considered to be valuable information for B. In case
knowledge of M is irrelevant, the definition can easily
be relaxed. We specify the security goals relative to the
role in the protocol. The security goal of the originator
of a message has to be satisfied in all scenarios where the
originator acts in accordance with the protocol specification while the recipient may act maliciously. In contrast,
the security goal of the recipient has to be satisfied in
scenarios where the originator can act maliciously.
Definition 1 A message transfer protocol for originator
A and recipient B provides fair non-repudiation with
timeliness if the following security goals are satisfied for
all possible messages M .
Security goal for A: Fair non-repudiation of receipt
At any possible end of the protocol execution in A’s point
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of view either A owns a valid EOR by B for message
M or B has not received M and B has no valid EOO
by A for M .
Security goal for B: Fair non-repudiation of origin
At any possible
end of the protocol execution in B’s point of view either
B has received M and owns a valid EOO by A for M
or A has no valid EOR by B for M .
Security goal for A and B: Timeliness At any possible state in the protocol execution each party can complete the protocol without any action of other untrusted
parties.
This definition of fair non-repudiation protocols is
closely related to certified e-mail protocols [11, 4, 15, 7].
The substantial difference between both kinds of fair exchange protocols is the fact that the evidence of origin for
the message is optional in certified e-mail protocols. All
other requirements for certified e-mail match the ones for
non-repudiation protocols. Thus, non-repudiation protocols as defined above are a generalization of certified email protocols and can be applied to a certified e-mail
scenario in a straight forward manner.

3 Attacks on Two Non-repudiation Protocols
In this section we show different attacks on two nonrepudiation protocols that are supposed to provide fairness and respect timeliness. One protocol was proposed
by Zhou, Deng and Bao [25,26] and has already been
analyzed and improved in [9]. The second protocol is a
very similar one proposed by Kremer and Markowitch
[14, 17]. This protocol has been analyzed in [18]. Several
other protocols [21, 15,22, 20, 16] build on this protocol.
Both protocols (which we will call ZDB protocol and
KM protocol, respectively, in the remainder of this paper) use an offline TTP, i.e. a TTP which is involved
only in case of incorrect behavior of a malicious party
or of a network error. The basic idea of the main protocol part not involving the TTP stems from [27]. The
structure of the two protocols is very similar. However,
small details in the protocol design permit several different attacks. Both protocols are designed to provide
fair non-repudiation with timeliness as described in Definition 1 and both realizations are based on the same
ideas.

3.1 The General Idea
– Party A generates a label L the purpose of which is
to link all protocol messages.
– In the first step of the main protocol, message M is
sent to B encrypted using a symmetric key K computed by A: C = eK (M ). Only after evidence of
origin (EOOC ) and receipt for C (EORC ) are exchanged, A sends K and EOOK to B. B can then
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decrypt C resulting in M and returns evidence of
receipt for K (EORK ).
– Two sub-protocols abort and resolve involving a trusted
third party TTP shall provide fairness and timeliness.
– The abort sub-protocol can be invoked by A at any
stage of the protocol. If no resolve has happened before, the TTP confirms the abort and will answer any
future resolve request of a principal for this combination of A, B and label L with the abort message.
– Missing evidence of origin or receipt of key K and the
missing key itself can be obtained by either party by
using the resolve sub-protocol. As the first message
of the main protocol includes K encrypted with the
public key of the TTP (ET T P (K)), the TTP can extract this key and therefore produce a signature conK
that serves for B as evidence of origin of K, and for
A as evidence of receipt of K. Furthermore, TTP can
submit K to B.

3.2 The ZDB Protocol
For the description of the ZDB protocol we use the following notation.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

M : message being sent from A to B.
K: symmetric key generated by A.
M, N : concatenation of two messages M and N .
H(M, K): a one-way hash function applied to message M and key K.
eK (M ) and dK (M ): encryption and decryption of
message M with key K.
C = eK (M ): committed ciphertext for message M .
L = H(M, K): label to link C and K.
f1 , f2 , . . . , f8 : message flags to indicate the purpose
of the respective message.
ET T P (K) encryption of key K with T T P ’s public
key.
sigA (M ): principal A’s digital signature on message
M with A’s private signature key. Note that the plaintext is not recoverable from the signature, i.e. for
signature verification the plaintext needs to be made
available.
EOOC = sigA (f1 , B, L, C): evidence of origin of C.
EORC = sigB (f2 , A, L, EOOC ): evidence of receipt
of C.
EOOK = sigA (f3 , B, L, K): evidence of origin of K.
EORK = sigB (f4 , A, L, EOOK ): evidence of receipt
of K.
subK = sigA (f5 , B, L, K, T T P, EOOC ): evidence of
submission of K to the T T P .
conK = sigT T P (f6 , A, B, L, K): evidence of confirmation of K by the T T P .
abort = sigT T P (f8 , A, B, L): evidence of abortion.
A → B : M : Party A sends message M with B being
the intended recipient.
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The protocol consists of one main exchange protocol
and two sub-protocols abort and resolve. The protocol
steps are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 The ZDB protocol.
Exchange sub-protocol
1.
A→B
:
f1 ,f5 ,B,L,C,T T P ,ET T P (K),
EOOC ,subK
2. IF B gives up THEN quit ELSE
B→A
:
f2 , A, L, EORC
3. IF A gives up THEN abort ELSE
A→B
:
f3 , B, L, K, EOOK
4. IF B gives up THEN resolve ELSE
B→A
:
f4 , A, L, EORK
5. IF A gives up THEN resolve
Abort sub-protocol which can only be performed by A
1. A → T T P :
f7 , B, L, sigA (f7 , B, L)
2. IF resolved THEN
TTP → A :
f2 , f6 , A, B, L, K, conK , EORC
ELSE
TTP → A :
f8 , A, B, L, abort
Resolve sub-protocol, where initiator U is either A or B
1. U → T T P :
f1 ,f2 ,f5 ,A,B,L,T T P ,ET T P (K),
subK ,EOOC ,EORC
2. IF aborted THEN
TTP → U :
f8 , A, B, L, abort
ELSE
TTP → U :
f2 , f6 , A, B, L, K, conK , EORC

As already remarked in [12], there is some redundancy in the TTP’s response to resolve requests. As
EORC and f2 have been sent by U, these values are
not required in the TTP’s response to U.
3.3 The KM Protocol
For the description of the KM protocol we use the same
notation as for the ZDB protocol, and the following ones:
– fEOOC , fEORC , fsub , . . .: message flags to indicate the
purpose of the respective message.
– EOOC = sigA (fEOOC , B, T T P, L, H(C)): evidence
of origin of C.
– EORC = sigB (fEORC , A, T T P, L, H(C)): evidence
of receipt of C.
– subK = sigA (fsub , B, L, ET T P (K)): evidence of submission of K to the T T P .
– EOOK = sigA (fEOOK , B, L, K): evidence of origin
of K.
– EORK = sigB (fEORK , A, L, K): evidence of receipt
of K.
– RecX = sigX (fRecX , Y, L): recovery request.
– conK = sigT T P (fconK , A, B, L, K): evidence of confirmation of K by the T T P .
– abort = sigA (fabort , B, L): abort request.
– cona = sigT T P (fcona , A, B, L): evidence of abort confirmation.
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The protocol also consists of one main exchange protocol and two sub-protocols abort and resolve. The steps
of these three parts are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 The KM protocol.
Exchange sub-protocol
1.
A→B
:
fEOOC ,fsub ,B,T T P ,L,C,ET T P (K),
EOOC , subK
2. IF B gives up THEN quit ELSE
B→A
:
fEORC , A, T T P, L, EORC
3. IF A gives up THEN abort ELSE
A→B
:
fEOOK , B, L, K, EOOK
4. IF B gives up THEN resolve ELSE
B→A
:
fEORK , A, L, EORK
5. IF A gives up THEN resolve
Abort sub-protocol which can only be performed by A,
but involves B as well
1. A → T T P
:
fabort , L, B, abort
2. IF resolved OR aborted THEN stop ELSE
TTP → A :
fcona , A, B, L, cona
TTP → B :
fcona , A, B, L, cona
Resolve sub-protocol, where X and Y are either A or B
1. X → T T P :
fRecX ,fsub ,fEORC ,fEOOC ,Y ,
L,H(C),ET T P (K),RecX ,subK ,
EORC ,EOOC
2. IF aborted OR recovered THEN stop ELSE
TTP → A :
fconK ,fEORC ,A,B,L,K,
conK ,EORC
TTP → B :
fconK , A, B, L, K, conK

3.4 Attacks on the ZDB Protocol and the KM Protocol
In this section we explain the differences between the
two protocols and possible attacks.
3.4.1 Reuse of ET T P (K) in a Different Context. The
first message of the main parts of both protocols essentially consists of L, C, the respective EOOC , ET T P (K),
and a signature subK by A which can be used by B in
the resolve sub-protocol. This signature is supposed to
confirm to the TTP that A has submitted the key K in
the particular context, identified by participating parties and label L. A subtle difference in the content of
subK enables our attack against the KM protocol which
is not possible on the ZDB protocol. In the KM protocol, subK contains only items sent as parts of the first
message, in particular it contains ET T P (K), while in the
ZDB protocol the key K itself is signed. Thus in the KM
protocol B can reuse ET T P (K) in a different protocol
run with B 0 and produce a valid sub0K which consists of
sigB (fsub , B 0 , L0 , ET T P (K)) where L0 is a new random
label. By using this sub0K together with appropriate val0
0
and EORC
in the resolve sub-protocol, B
ues EOOC
gains K and thus learns the message M . A cannot receive any evidence of receipt for this message, as A has
only enough information to run the abort sub-protocol.

But as B executes the resolve sub-protocol under a different label L0 , the attack always succeeds. Thus, the
protocol is unfair for A (assuming that knowledge of M
is valuable information for B). This attack is not possible on the ZDB protocol because knowledge of K is
necessary to generate a valid subK .
3.4.2 Sending Wrong subK or ET T P (K). On the other
hand, signing the plaintext K has the drawback that B is
not able to check the validity of the signature subK . This
enables a different attack on the ZDB protocol published
by Boyd and Kearney [9] which is not possible on the KM
protocol. By sending an invalid subK A can prevent the
termination of B.
Even the improved version proposed in [9] where
subK is included in EOOC is susceptible to a similar
attack where A sends a wrong ET T P (K). Then the resolve sub-protocol stops with an error when started by
B. This again prevents B from terminating. However, A
can construct a resolve request with the correct encryption of the key, which allows A to complete the protocol
at any time.
In [24] Zhou proposed a variant that is designed to
prevent the original Boyd and Kearney attack, but it
fails to do so. Instead this variant only works against
our new attack.
3.4.3 Reuse of Labels and Keys. Both protocols suffer
from a new attack that is analogous to the attack on the
Zhou-Gollmann protocol presented in [13]. This leads
to unfairness for B. We have found several variants of
this attack using the analysis method for cryptographic
protocols based on the SH verification tool as described
in [13]. The attacks are based on the following facts:
– The label L = H(M, K) that is supposed to uniquely
define a protocol run and identify messages belonging
to this run cannot be verified by B before the last
step. Furthermore, the label cannot be checked by
the TTP as well, because the TTP never receives
message M .
Therefore, A can start a protocol run for some message M 0 but use the wrong label L = H(M, K), and
receive evidence of receipt for K either from B (if B
does not check the label at all) or from the TTP in
a resolve sub-protocol.
– Apart from the label (which is chosen by A and cannot be verified by the TTP) there is no link between
the evidence of receipt of K and message M 0 . Therefore, this evidence serves as evidence of receipt of
K for a second protocol run that A starts using the
same label H(M, K) and this time the correct message M . B’s response provides A with EORC for M
matching the evidence of receipt for K from the first
protocol run.
– We may assume that B will not store evidence from
past protocol runs. If the run was completed successfully, B will delete all evidence once the transaction
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has been settled in a way that further disputes cannot occur. On the other hand, B will not keep incomplete evidence for a run that failed because of a
wrong label.
– In the second protocol run A can send wrong ET T P (K)
and subK to prevent a successful resolve by B.
This attack may also be successful against related protocols proposed in [25, 9,24, 15]. Variants of this attack may
also be applied to optimistic multi-party non-repudiation
protocols like [21, 16].
Remark: The attack involves a risk for A. A has to reuse
the key K which is already known to B. Therefore B
might be able to decrypt M after the first message of the
second protocol run and A would not get any evidence
of receipt. However, assuming that A is the malicious
party and B the honest party being attacked, there is no
reason to assume that B might try old keys to decrypt a
new message. Furthermore, remembering all old protocol
runs and performing a check for every new protocol run
would be an undesirable overhead for B.
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explicit communication and naming given in [1]. However, before using these principles to security protocols in
general one has to check that they apply for the particular scenario. Naming participants, for example, might be
inappropriate in a scenario where anonymity is required.
Another related article on implementing non-repudiation protocols is written by Louridas [19]. This article
concentrates on protocols with active TTP and provides
rather high level suggestions for protocol design. In contrast, our design principles aim at the more efficient optimistic protocols and give detailed advice on how to
improve the security of these kinds of fair exchange protocols.
Besides the importance of how to construct labels,
messages, etc., it should be noted that a necessary prerequisite for any non-repudiation protocol to work is that
the parties agree, in a verifiable way, on those message
parts that constitute a valid evidence of origin and receipt, respectively. This includes the agreement on the
particular algorithms and modes to use for encryption
and signature generation and verification.

4 Improving the Security of Fair Exchange
Protocols
4.1 Unique Labels
In order to overcome the weaknesses of previous nonrepudiation protocols we propose several improvements
for their implementation. As our new design principles
are quite generic, we aim at improving every kind of fair
exchange protocols.
Our work is motivated by the observation that successful attacks on fair exchange protocols are often enabled by exploiting a combination of several small design
weaknesses. Thus, we suggest some improvements that
enhance the security of fair exchange protocols step by
step. Even if no attacks are known for a protocol with
a weak implementation part, we recommend to replace
such a part by the strongest available implementation.
As soon as new and stronger attacks are developed, such
a redundancy of security mechanisms may just turn out
to be the surplus of security that is required to defeat
such attacks.
Our new design principles deal with different parts
of fair exchange protocols like choosing a unique label,
creating correctly formed messages and implementing
the TTP. We first motivate why some current implementations suffer from attacks and then propose our design principles that improve the security. Finally, we give
some examples how our improvements should be implemented in practice. The complete picture of a secure
implementation is then demonstrated by an example in
Section 5.
Some of the design recommendations are related to
design principles for cryptographic protocols proposed
by Abadi and Needham [1]. Especially the design principles concerning the construction of messages given in
Section 4.2 coincide with some of the principles about

4.1.1 Motivation. All messages in a fair exchange protocol should contain a label which is assigned to identify
the transaction to which such a message belongs. An ad
hoc solution would be that one party simply chooses a
random number for this label. However, such a label is
not related to a certain protocol run so that it can be
reused in a different transaction. Due to this reason, the
label is often computed as a hash value of some unique
identifying information.
Non-repudiation protocols often propose a label of
the form L = H(M, K), where M is the exchanged message, K is the symmetric encryption key used to encipher
this message M , and H is a cryptographic hash function
(e.g. the KM protocol and the ZDB protocol use such
a label). This construction has the disadvantage that it
is impossible to verify the correct computation of this
label, until a party receives M and K. Thus, a cheating
party can still send a random label and the receiving
party will not be able to detect this before the exchange
is already performed.
A straightforward improvement is to define a label
L = H(H(M ), H(K)) and reveal H(M ) and H(K) to
any party that wants to check the creation of the label.
While this construction allows to verify the label L, it
reveals too much information: If there is only a limited
number of possible values for M (e.g. if M is either “yes”
or “no”), then the supposed receiver of the message can
simply hash all possible values until he finds the one
matching H(M ). Then he knows the message M and
can still abort the exchange.
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4.1.2 Design Principles. For a label that is supposed
to identify a certain exchange transaction we propose
the following security properties:
Verifiability: The creation of a label should be verifiable
by anybody. In other words this means that all parties can compute the label on their own and compare
this result to the received label.
Uniqueness: It should be ensured that a label uniquely
identifies a protocol run and the corresponding messages. Choosing the same label again must always
result in an identical exchange. This can be ensured
by deriving the label from all the information that
uniquely identifies this exchange transaction.
Secrecy: The values that are used to compute the label must not reveal any additional useful information
about the exchanged items. This prevents the label
from leaking information.
4.1.3 Example. For a non-repudiation protocol the label L can be computed using a cryptographic hash function H like this:
L = H(A, B, T T P, H(C), H(K))
The values A, B, and T T P are unique identifiers for
the participating parties. We assume that naming the
T T P fixes all protocol parameters like the used symmetric encryption, signature algorithm, hash function, etc.
Then H(C) and H(K) exactly specify the exchanged
message. As the ciphertext C = eK (M ) is the encryption of message M with a symmetric key K, the message M is uniquely determined by the decryption M =
dK (C). The label is constructed with the hash values
of C and K, because a receiving party may not be in
the possession of C and K. Instead it is sufficient to
know H(C) and H(K) to check the correct computation of this label. The hash function must be collision
resistant, i.e. it must be hard to find two values X, X 0
with X 6= X 0 and H(X) = H(X 0 ). It follows that if
two labels L = H(A, B, T T P, H(C), H(K)) and L0 =
H(A0 , B 0 , T T P 0 , H(C 0 ), H(K 0 )) are equal, then in practice all components must be equal (A = A0 , B = B 0 ,
T T P = T T P 0 , C = C 0 , and K = K 0 ), which means that
the same message is exchanged by the same parties.
The secrecy property is also met for this construction of a label: Revealing C and H(K) does not help
an attacker to find M , as we assume the encryption
C = eK (M ) to be confidential as long as the key K is
unknown. Due to the one-wayness of H(K) it is impossible to find K, as the probability of guessing a correct
symmetric key K and then testing it against H(K) is
negligible in practice.
4.2 Construction of Messages
4.2.1 Motivation. In the ZDB protocol [25,26] only some
parts of the first exchange message are signed by the

sender. If the TTP detects an error in the unsigned part
of this message, it cannot determine the cheating party
and thus fails to resolve such a conflict. This example
shows that not only the correct construction of a message must be verifiable, but also the party responsible
for an incorrect message should be detectable.
The KM protocol [14, 17] suffers from another problem: The encrypted key can be reused in a different exchange transaction. As the TTP cannot detect this kind
of cheating, it can be misused as a decryption oracle,
thus revealing the secret key even if it belongs to a different transaction.
4.2.2 Design Principles. These observations motivate
our design principles for a more secure construction of
protocol messages:
Authenticity of messages: All message parts should be
included in the respective signature (in plaintext or
as hash). This proves its authenticity to every recipient. If a part of a message is not included in the
signature, then this part cannot be trusted by the
recipient.
Verifiability of messages: Every recipient of a message
should be able to verify this message. Such a verification of a message includes syntactic checks (e.g.,
is the data type of the message correct?) as well as
semantic checks (e.g., is the message signed by the
right party?).
Context of messages: It should be possible for the recipient of a message to identify the transaction to which
its parts belong. Furthermore, it must be possible to
determine the intention of such a message without
doubt.
4.2.3 Examples. While signing the complete message
may be easy to implement, there may be a conflict with
the verifiability of this message: If the signed message
contains a value that is not known to one of its intended
recipients and has to be kept secret, then the hash of
this secret value may be signed instead. If revealing this
hash value still preserves the confidentiality of the secret
value, the recipient should be provided with this hash
value, which enables at least the verification of all other
parts of the signed message. For example a signature
sigA (L, K) of a secret key K may be replaced by the
signature sigA (L, H(K)). Here the one-way property of
the hash function is sufficient to prevent the computation
of K from H(K), as the cryptographically secure key K
consists of enough random bits to defend against key
guessing attacks (i.e. guessing K 0 until H(K 0 ) equals
H(K)). Including the hash value in the signature allows
signature verification, which ensures that the label L has
been signed by A. But note that both signatures differ
in the fact that the first one proves to the verifier that A
knows K while the second one only says that A knows
H(K).
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The possibility to identify the intention of a message
is important for the security of many protocols: A standard attack is to use a message intended for step k in
step k’. This can be prevented (and is prevented by all
protocols mentioned above) by including unique flags in
the respective signatures. Otherwise, EOOC of the KM
protocol could be taken for EORC and vice versa, as the
only difference besides the flags is the party’s name included in the signature. Furthermore, a uniquely chosen
label L shows to which exchange transaction this signature belongs. Thus, this label L should be incorporated
in every protocol message.
In contrast to signed messages that are relatively
easy to verify, an encrypted message can only be verified at decryption, which demands additional care for
such a construction. A good example is an encryption
like ET T P (fK , L, K) that allows a decrypting TTP not
only to recover the key K, but also the flag fK and the
label L. These values fK and L should then define the
context in which the TTP is allowed to reveal the key
K. To prevent attacks on such a ciphertext, the used
encryption scheme should provide non-malleability, i.e.
it should be impossible to modify this ciphertext to construct a different meaningfully related ciphertext.
4.3 TTP Actions
4.3.1 Motivation. In the ZDB and the KM protocol the
TTP cannot fully check the validity of the evidence that
both parties want to exchange. This leads to the problem that the TTP may send some values that do not
construct valid evidence. But as the TTP is trusted by
both parties, it should always send correct responses to
these parties.
In the KM protocol the TTP sends only once the
result of its conflict resolution to both parties. If one of
these parties does not store the respective message, it is
impossible to receive it from the TTP again. This leaves
such a party in a state of uncertainty, which should be
avoided not only for fairness reasons, but also for fault
tolerance reasons.
4.3.2 Design Principles.
These observations lead to
the following requirements for the TTP behavior:
Meaningful TTP decisions: The decisions of the TTP
should have a clear semantics. A resolve decision should
guarantee that both parties can gain the desired items.
An abort decision (which was initiated by a request
of an honest party) should imply that none of the
parties can obtain useful information about the desired items from the TTP.
Reply to every request: The TTP should send an answer to every request. This reply should inform the
requesting party about the TTP’s current state. This
requirement is also important for fault tolerance reasons, as a lost message can be retrieved from the TTP
by resending the previous request.
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4.3.3 Examples. The TTP has to check all items of a
resolve request before making any decisions. If they are
correct and it can generate the desired items for both
parties, the exchange should be resolved. If at least one
item is not correct, the TTP should either send a failure
message or abort this exchange. In case of abort the TTP
should try to determine who is responsible for this cheating attempt and then take the appropriate measures. For
example, if one party creates an incorrect message and
signs it, this proves its attempt of cheating. Then the
TTP might decide to abort the exchange, even if this is
unfair for the cheating party. But as fairness only has
to be guaranteed to parties that execute the protocol
correctly, this behavior against malicious parties is consistent with the fairness definition.
The replies of the TTP should be implemented in
such a way that contacting the TTP a second time with
the same values results in the same answer as at the
first time, if the first request has already been successfully answered (the ZDB protocol uses this feature). This
can be implemented by simply remembering all previous
decisions.
However, in practice the storage of the TTP is limited
and the exchanged information cannot be remembered
infinitely. To overcome this problem, time limits can be
used, for example by adding the time parameters start
and duration to the label. We do not discuss this further
in this paper.

5 An Improved Asynchronous Optimistic Fair
Non-repudiation Protocol
According to the guidelines proposed in the previous
section we construct a new asynchronous optimistic fair
non-repudiation protocol. We first give a short description of the protocol messages and then present our improved protocol.

5.1 Definition of Protocol Messages
Our fair non-repudiation protocol is designed to exchange
a message M and the corresponding evidence of origin
generated by party A for evidence of receipt of this message by party B. Party A encrypts the message M using
a symmetric cipher with a random key K resulting in
a ciphertext C = eK (M ). It is assumed that the message M contains enough redundancy so that decrypting
C with a different key K 0 will always result in an invalid
message M 0 . This can for example be achieved by demanding that M is a text signed by A and that the symmetric cipher is AES in CBC mode. The agreement on
the particular algorithms and modes to use for encryption and signature generation and verification is assumed
to be implicitly defined by naming the TTP. In case
the parties have to negotiate the encryption algorithms
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and parameters before the actual protocol start, protocol messages used for evidence need to be expanded to
contain the result of the negotiation in a verifiable way.
However, specifying all protocol parameters and possible
encryption algorithms is out of the scope of this paper.
According to our design principles for a unique label, in Section 4.1 we defined the label L =H(A,B,
T T P ,H(C),H(K)). This label is verifiable by every party
that knows A, B, T T P , C or H(C), and K or H(K).
Furthermore, we have shown in Section 4.1 that it ensures secrecy and uniqueness.
Most protocol messages are signatures on a publicly
known unique flag, a unique label identifying the current transaction, and the data to be signed. While the
signature ensures authenticity of such a message, the label and the flag define the context to which this message
belongs.
– fK , fEOOC , fEORC , fEOO , fEOR , fcon , fabort , faborted :
publicly known unique flags that indicate the purpose
of a message.
– K: symmetric key which is randomly chosen by A
– C = eK (M ): symmetric encryption of A’s message
M
– L = H(A, B, T T P, H(C), H(K)): unique label that
is used to link the messages of one protocol run
– EK = ET T P (fK , L, K): the key K encrypted with
the public key of the T T P . The asymmetric encryption scheme must be non-malleable to prevent any
modifications of the label L. This ensures that this
ciphertext cannot be used in a different context.
– EOOC = sigA (fEOOC , L, EK)
– EORC = sigB (fEORC , L, EK)
– EOO = sigA (fEOO , L, K): the evidence of origin issued by A
– EOR = sigB (fEOR , L, K): the evidence of receipt
issued by B
– con = sigT T P (fcon , L, K): the TTP’s replacement for
the evidence of origin and receipt, respectively
– sigA (fabort , L): A’s request to abort an exchange
– aborted = sigT T P (faborted , L): The TTP’s decision
to abort an exchange
The goal of our protocol is to exchange non-repudiation
evidence, which we define as follows:
NRO evidence for message M = dK (C): A, B, T T P , C,
K, and EOO (in case of an exchange without TTP)
or con (with TTP involvement).
NRR evidence for message M = dK (C): A, B, T T P , C,
K, and EOR (in case of an exchange without TTP)
or con (with TTP involvement).
These evidence can be checked by any party with the
following steps:
1. Compute M = dK (C) and
L = H(A, B, T T P, H(C), H(K))
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2. Check signature EOO or con (or EOR or con in the
case of NRR evidence). Then check that the signing
party is mentioned at the correct position in L. If any
of these checks fails, the evidence for message M is
considered invalid.
5.2 The Fair Non-repudiation Protocol
Our protocol consists, like the KM and the ZDB protocol, of a main part and two sub-protocols for abort and
resolve. The main part performs the exchange of nonrepudiation evidence as described in Table 3:
Table 3 Our fair non-repudiation protocol.
A→B
B

:
:

B→A
A

:
:

A→B
B

:
:

B→A
A

:
:

A, B, T T P , C, H(K), EK, EOOC
Compute L and verify EOOC (if not OK,
quit exchange)
EORC
Verify EORC (if not OK, start abort subprotocol)
K, EOO
Test whether this constructs a valid NRO
evidence (if not, start resolve sub-protocol)
EOR
Test whether this constructs a valid NRR
evidence (if not, start resolve sub-protocol)

We consider a message not being correct and not being received at all equivalent, as in both cases the given
actions for conflict resolution can be performed.
The purpose of the abort and resolve sub-protocols
is to resolve conflicts with the help of the TTP. They
are executed mutually exclusive, which is ensured by the
TTP by remembering the previous actions for this label
L. The abort protocol is specified in Table 4:
Table 4 The abort sub-protocol for party A.
A → TTP
TTP

:
:

A, B, H(C), H(K), sigA (fabort , L)
If A has sent a valid abort request:
If the exchange has been resolved:
TTP → A : con
Else // exchange not resolved
TTP → A : aborted
If A has sent an invalid request:
TTP → A : Error:
invalid request

The validity of an abort request is checked in the following manner:
1. Compute L = H(A, B, T T P, H(C), H(K)).
2. Check that party A (identified by the first value that
is hashed for computing L) supplied a valid signature sigA (fabort , L). Only after this check succeeds
the TTP executes this abort sub-protocol.

On the Security of Fair Non-repudiation Protocols

The resolve protocol for party P ∈ {A, B} is defined in
Table 5:
Table 5 The resolve sub-protocol can be started by A or B.
P → TTP

:

TTP

:

A, B, H(C), H(K), EK, EOOC ,
EORC
If P has sent a valid request:
If the exchange has not been aborted:
If the exchange has been resolved
before or decrypting EK succeeds:
TTP → P : K, con
If decrypting EK fails (A cheated
and no resolve happened yet):
TTP → P : aborted
Else // exchange aborted
TTP → P : aborted
If P has sent an invalid request:
TTP → P : Error:
invalid request
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the same — no matter whether the TTP was involved
or not. We simply define EK as follows:
EK = ET T P (fK , L, K, EOO)
In the resolve protocol the TTP decrypts DT T P (EK) =
(fdecrypt , Ldecrypt , Kdecrypt , EOOdecrypt ) and additionally
checks that this EOO is A’s signature on (fEOO , L, K).
If all the checks are successful, the TTP will provide
EOO instead of con in a resolve request by B.
Making the NRR evidence transparent requires a major modification to our protocol. The idea for such a solution is to enable TTP to generate a modified signature
EOR. This can be achieved with cryptographic primitives like verifiable encryption (e.g. [5,6]) or convertible
signatures (e.g. [8, 20]).
5.3.2 Message Confidentiality. Our protocol can ensure
message confidentiality if A sends C to B using an encrypted channel (e.g. SSL/TLS). Then even the TTP
cannot learn anything about the exchanged message M .

The validity of a resolve request by party P is checked
in the following manner:
1. Compute L = H(A, B, T T P, H(C), H(K)).
2. Check that EOOC and EORC are valid signatures
generated by the parties named in the first and second message item, respectively. Only after these checks
succeed, the TTP executes this resolve sub-protocol
for P .
The success of decrypting EK is checked as follows:
1. The TTP decrypts EK using its private key:
DT T P (EK) = (fdecrypt , Ldecrypt , Kdecrypt )
2. Check that fdecrypt ≡ fK , that Ldecrypt ≡ L, and
that Kdecrypt was used to compute L. If any of these
checks fails, the T T P considers the decryption of EK
not successful. This means that A must have generated an incorrect EK on purpose (i.e. A must have
tried to cheat), since EK is contained in A’s signature EOOC .
After the TTP processed a valid request for conflict resolution, it has to store either (L, state=aborted, aborted)
or (L, state=resolved, K, con) forever. If the TTP detects an invalid request, it just notifies the sender, but
does not store anything about it. All this considered, the
TTP’s reactions guarantee a response to every request
and its decision clearly determines whether an exchange
is aborted or resolved.

5.3 Protocol Extensions
5.3.1 Transparent TTP. Our protocol can be modified
to make involvement of the TTP transparent for party
B, which means that the NRO evidence looks always

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed the analysis of two different non-repudiation protocols that are supposed to be
fair and provide timeliness, but fail to do so. Our analysis has shown that the KM protocol is not fair for the
originator A, that the ZDB protocol does not provide
timeliness for the recipient B, and that both protocols
allow an attack which makes them unfair for B. The attack on the KM protocol that results in unfairness for A
is possible because the context of the key K encrypted
for the TTP is not determined, which enables B to use
this message part in a different protocol run. The ZDB
protocol allows A to send some signature not being verifiable by B, thus hindering B from performing a successful resolve sub-protocol. Finally, the attack possible on
both protocols uses the fact that, although all signatures
contain the same label, the evidence of origin and receipt
of ciphertext C and evidence of origin and receipt of K
are in fact not connected, thus allowing the latter to be
valid in more than one protocol run.
Motivated by our analysis, we have presented countermeasures to these attacks that serve as general design
principles for fair exchange protocols. Finally we have
presented our own protocol that does not allow the attacks possible for the KM and the ZDB protocol. Our
protocol is very efficient, as the main protocol part only
requires one signature per message, and EOO and EOR
consist of only one signature each. Furthermore, only
the first protocol message is dependent on the length
of message M , which ensures that even the exchange of
very long messages has just a minimal impact on the
efficiency of our protocol.
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